Olympic Park, 25th June.
A walk with Graeme, Ozlem and Loraine:
In order to establish continuity with the visit to sites on the tidal section, I
started this visit by walking to the Olympic Park from Bromley by Bow Station
via the watercourses. This was not to be easy; although slowing the pace was
immediately pleasurable entering the green low tide silence of Three Mills; this
was soon to become complex and frustrating.

No Entry

Dismantled Boom

Reassured now and again by recurrent views of the Kapoor tower, I repeatedly
found the way barred by construction sites and bypasses, so baffled from the
beginning, I entered the park a very long way from our rendezvous at the Timber
Lodge in the ecological wetland area.

Wildflower planting

This is a contradictory landscape, constructed to contain crowds but with a sense
of intimacy designed into it. It is yet a young landscape and maybe, as opposed to
the more formal areas, the ecological zone has yet to grow into itself to discover
its own balance. This is dingly dell land, a pastoral echo of Danny Boyle’s
heritage vision of England.

Artificial Mere

Wetland

But nature is nothing if not opportunistic and with discreet management, the
native English planting in the ponds and meres has become rapidly colonised by
fauna indigenous to the wetlands of the Lee Valley. Due to the absence of fish, the
idea of an Otter Holt is fanciful, but Coot and Moorhen are successfully breeding,
insulated from their natural predators such as Pike, they afford an illusion of
untrammelled nature. Indeed, in their own sweet way, they contribute to the
continuity of the wildlife corridor of the Lea Valley.

Family Coot

The park was built to accommodate crowds and therefore has huge open
thoroughfares and gathering spaces that are now for the greater part oddly
desolate, animated only by chattering crocodiles of schoolchildren in hazard
jackets. But also with their semi hard surfaces and open vistas, they appear alien,
generous and exotic in a curiously Parisian way. The landscape itself is a
celebration of a people, its aspirations and the Olympic ideal; it is a fantasy film
set and a far cry from super retail in adjacent Westfield.

.
Panoramic views of the Olympic stadium
Although the waterways that girdle the site are highly regulated elaborations of
what was already there, they afford a lower level reflective retreat from the
milling crowds when they are in spate, elevated above the whisper of a flood. The
graded banks that drop to the watercourse may well in engineering terms
provide flood resilience to the site, but in the meantime they are an opportunity
to participate in the landscape on another different level.

Lower landscapes
Exiting the site via the Greenway, on the top of Bazalgette’s huge sewer tunnels,
there is the “View Tube” at one end overlooking the site and regular concrete
blocks with ordinance datum heights cast into them that reference the huge and
smelly engineering triumph running directly beneath our feet.

AOD marker

Pillbox on the main sewer

Drop down from here and you are in Victorian factory land of Hackney Wick
where a distinct urban bohemianism rubs shoulders with high end studio
facilities: Bridget Riley has her studio here. Emerging from Dace Road on to the
junction of the River Lee Navigation and the old River Lee, we are on a towpath
that runs beside the Olympic Park and overlooks Fish Island.

Barge at Old Ford Lock
Formans, the smokery and restaurant stand prominent on the opposite bank.
Alongside of it there is a smaller homespun restaurant and studio complex with a
floating plein air eatery moored alongside, boats saunter past at eyelevel, don’t
take your keys out of your pocket and keep your eye on your mobile phone, they
are sure to drop between the boards and be lost forever.
The walk back via the Olympic Park to Stratford is desultory ending in the
grotesque anti climax of Westfield Shopping Centre, which admittedly is the
main attraction for many visitors.

Reflections:
The whole area of the park is redolent of the principle of control, opening it up
might go some way to adjusting this and it is unclear whether ultimately it will
be able to be closed off at all. This will have major implications for its
management especially for those areas that are sensitively planted and
controlled and therefore easily trashed. The principle of different levels of
accessibility through the management strategy as exercised in other parts of the
Lee Valley could be a solution in a way that the park regulates itself.
The expectation of accommodating very large crowds comfortably is a major
aspect of the design of the park just as is water control in an area that could be
prone to flooding either from tidal action or from the Lee River in spate. There is
too much valuable infrastructure on the site to permit even a hint of risk. At this
point the decorative, playful aspects of the design are distractions from the
underlying purpose.
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